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Abstract
Interconnected collection of autonomous computers called 
computer network. Most of the computer users participated in 
internet or intranet users. Network technologies included the 
function of exchange the information, data, application, and files 
are stored, modified and deleted .This stage most important factor 
is to secure the information store by a user. Data’s safety is most 
important factor in the processes. So design and secure the policies 
to apply the environment of network are necessary. Network 
security involves all activities that organizations, enterprises, and 
institutions undertake to protect the value and ongoing usability of 
assets and the integrity and continuity of operations. Design the 
network configuration is essential thought of network security. At 
presently many organizations using attendance system in smart 
card or fingerprint system. Biometric system or smart card system 
use to create login script (logon process) and avoid unwanted 
unauthorized users. The main objective of this paper is to avoid 
unnecessary “unauthorized access” to providing security through 
biometric system or token card system.
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I. Introduction
The networks are computer networks, both public and private, that 
are used every day to conduct transactions and communications 
among businesses, government agencies and individuals. 
Networking technologies useful for easy way of information 
exchange and stored process by users, and also reduced cost, 
storage unit is low and avoid duplicate‘s. User’s stored information 
and data security is most important. That stage how to secure the 
information and avoid unauthorized access in our data’s and timing 
is more important. ``Unauthorized access’’ is a very high-level 
term that can refer to a number of different sorts of attacks. The 
goal of these attacks is to access some resource that your machine.
LAN traffic is spoiled network users useful times. Design to 
network environment and initial login script matching fingerprint 
or smartcard system to use avoid unwanted unauthorized access. 
To secure network and avoid unauthorized access, data security 
r to be discussed at this stage.

II. Need for Network Security
Security policies are the foundation of secure networking [1].  
Security policies serve as a guide and a reference point to numerous 
security tasks including:

Securing Applications1. 
Configuring user access controls 2. 
Defining management duties and responsibilities3. 
Assuring standardization and consistency4. 
Retaining confidential and proprietary information5. 
Designing enterprise architecture6. 
Disciplining employees for breach of policy7. 
Minimizing liabilities to customers and shareholders8. 

Assenting auditors in understanding security intentions9. 
Establishing a sense of awareness and training10. 
Avoiding disputes with different technical teams11. 

III. Implementing Security Policies
A Networking will save money for organization, but how much and 
to what extends will depend on storages implementation decisions. 
Used the certain to employee optimal users for intranet technology 
and applied them to a organization. 

A. Designing the NT Environment

Fig. 1: Related Departments

NT security components enable you to design a network 
configuration that separates highly sensitive data and applications 
from less sensitive data and applications [2]. By designing 
your network according to information protection needs, you 
greatly simplify the application of your security policies. The 
NT environment uses the concept of domains as a means for 
grouping resources together that share common information and 
have common security needs. Communication between domains 
is then controlled by trust relationships.
For example, many areas of an organization may need access to 
data located within the financial domain; however, user in the 
financial domain probably doesn’t need 
Note: The Ctrl, Alt, Del sequence guarantees that a valid Windows 
NT logon sequence will be initiated. This key sequence should 
always be used when logging on to a machine, even if it appears 
that the logon screen is already displayed. Access to data within 
the medical domain. Additional ways to protect your systems are 
achieved by group management, access control of objects, and file 
system configurations, which are all discussed in this section.

B. Workgroups
There are two types of networking configurations in Windows 
NT:
Exp: Service oriented concern

Fig. 2: Workgroup Relations
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1. Workgroups and Domains
A workgroup is an organizational unit of a single system, or 
multiple systems not belonging to a domain [3]. Systems in a 
workgroup individually manage their own user and group account 
information and their own security and account policy databases. 
They do not share this information with any other systems. If 
a system is not part of a domain, it is automatically part of a 
Workgroup. The best use of the workgroup configuration is for 
small groups of systems with few users, or where the network is 
configured without an NT Server.

2. Domains

Fig. 3: Domain Login

A domain is a collection of servers that are grouped together 
sharing a security policy and a user account database. Centralizing 
the user account database and security policy provides the system 
administrator with an easy and effective way to maintain the 
security policies across the network. Domains consist of a Primary 
Domain Controller (PDC), Backup Domain Controllers (BDC), 
servers and workstations. Domains can be set up to segregate 
different parts of your organization. Setting up proper domain 
configurations cannot guarantee a secure network, but it can give 
administrators a start in controlling user access on the network. 
Domain Controller A PDC is a server in the domain that maintains 
the security and user account databases for that domain. Other 
servers in the domain can act as BDCs that hold a copy of the 
security database and user account information. The PDC, as well 
as the BDC can authenticate logon requests. The BDC provides 
the network with a backup in case the PDC crashes important data 
will not be lost. Only one PDC is permitted in each domain. The 
master copy of the Security Account Manager (SAM) database 
is located on the PDC, where all account modifications are made. 
The BDCs are not permitted to make any modifications to the 
databases.

C. Access Control
Each file and directory object has an Access Control List (ACL) 
that contains a list of Access Control Entries (ACEs). ACEs 
provide information regarding access or auditing permissions to 
the object for a user or group of users. Along with the file system, 
they protect objects from unauthorized access [4]. There are three 
different types of ACEs:
Note: If the user were the system administrator or other user that 
is a member of the Administrators group, the Administrator group 
would be a member of the Creator Owner group.

System Audit• 
Access Allowed• 
Access Denied• 

System Audit is a system ACE used for logging security events 
and audit messages. Access Allowed and Access Denied are known 
as discretionary ACEs. They are prioritized by the type of access: 
Denied and Granted. Deny always overrides grant access. If a user 
belongs to a group with Access Denied privileges to an object, 
the user will be denied access regardless of any granted access 
he possesses from his own user account, or in other groups to 
which he is included.
Discretionary ACLs allow owners to control the access of their 
objects. Controls over objects can be applied to individual users, 
multiple users, and groups. They can be set by the object’s owner, 
a user who has an administrator account, or any user with correct 
permissions to control resources on the system. If a discretionary 
ACL is not specified for an object, a default ACL is created. 
Default ACL file objects inherit access controls from their parent 
directories. User Rights
User authorization to perform specified actions on a system is 
called rights [5]. Rights apply to the entire system. They are 
usually assigned to groups or users by the system administrator. 
Rights give users access to services such as backing up files and 
directories, shutting down the computer, logging on interactively 
or changing system times, that normal discretionary access controls 
do not provide.

D. Group Management

Fig. 4(a): Segregate Groups

Sales group Split to two sub groups need user level purpose

Table 1: Sales Subgroups

Fig. 4(b):
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Service group Split to two sub groups need user level purpose

Table 2: Service Subgroups

Fig. 4(c):

Receipt group Split to two sub groups need user level purpose

Table 3: Receipt Subgroups

                                     
Groups are an administrative tool used to provide a collection 
of users, with common needs, the permissions and rights they 
require to perform their job. As previously mentioned, a group is 
essentially an account containing other accounts in Windows NT. 
A user in a group is a member of the group and access permissions, 
rights, and restrictions assigned/granted to the group are assigned/
granted to each of the group members.
For example, if a directory is established for the Payroll 
Department to hold their common files, it is much easier for a 
system administrator to have everyone in the Payroll Department 
in a group and then assign that group permissions on the directory 
and the files in it. Otherwise, the system administrator would have 
to go through and assign permissions to every user in the Payroll 
Department. In addition, groups can be used to restrict the access a 
collection of users has to certain objects. For example, the system 
administrator could utilize the Payroll group to prevent the users 
in the Payroll Department from printing to a printer in a remote 
location (because their data could be potentially very sensitive), 
while allowing access for all other users, by placing a deny ACE 
for the Payroll group in the ACL for the printer. It is normally 
easier to administer rights by granting them to groups and then 
making the users who need the right a member of the group. For 
example, if there are users who need to logon to a server locally, 
create a group called Local Logon. Add the users to the group, 
and grant the Log on Locally right to the group. This group could 
then be reused again should this group of users need some other 
common right or access permission.

There are three types of groups in Windows NT:
Local Groups• 
Global Groups• 
Special Groups• 

1. Local Groups
Local groups are maintained on a local system or domain and 
may have user accounts or global groups as members. At the local 
system level, local groups would be used to administer permissions 
and rights for the system on which they reside. At the domain level, 
local groups would be used to administer permissions and rights on 
Windows NT Servers within the domain where the groups reside. 
To summarize, local groups are only utilized in the user account 
database for the local system or domain where they are created.
Windows NT provides some built-in local groups each with 
established permissions and rights. At the local system level they 
are:

Administrators - can fully administer the system.• 
Power Users - can share directories and printers.• 
Users - normal users.• 
Guests - granted guest access.• 
Backup Operators - can bypass file security in order to • 
complete    backups. At the domain level, the built-in groups 
are:
All listed above except Power Users.• 
Server Operators - can manage domain servers.• 
Account Operators - can manage user accounts and groups.• 
Print Operators - can manage printers.• 
Replicator - supports file replication.• 

2. Global Groups
Global groups maintained on a Windows NT domain may have 
domain user accounts as members, and are used to administer 
domain users. System administrators can effectively use global 
groups to sort users based on their needs. This can be accomplished 
by placing the global group in the appropriate local groups, 
assigning the users permissions and granting them the rights they 
need to perform their jobs. As mentioned, global groups can only 
have domain user accounts as members. No other groups can 
be members of a global group. This is  due to the fact that the 
system administrator assigns permissions and grant rights to the 
local groups (because the local system or domain server holds 
the resources) and then makes the global groups members of the 
local groups. Windows NT provides two built-in global groups 
each with established permissions and rights. 
They are:
Domain Admins - contains the domain administrator account 
by default and is a member of the domain level Administrators 
local group and the system level Administrators local group for 
Workstations in the domain. 
Domain Users - contains all the domain users. Special Groups
Special groups are created by Windows NT for unique or specific 
purposes and cannot be viewed, changed, or have members added 
to them in the User Manager. A user’s membership to a special 
group is determined by how they access resources on the system. 
Special groups may be assigned access permissions in some 
cases and may be seen when a system administrator is assigning 
permissions on
Windows NT objects.
The following is a list special groups and a description of their 
membership:
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Network - any user connected to a system via the network.• 
Interactive - any user logged on interactively at a local • 
system
Everyone - any user logged on to the system (both the • 
Network and
Interactive groups).• 
Creator Owner - the user that created or took ownership of • 
an object.
System - the Windows NT operating system.• 

The special group that system administrators must pay close 
attention to is the Everyone group. As stated above, all users 
logged on are members of this group. Therefore, any access 
permissions assigned to the Everyone group allowing or denying 
access to objects is by default assigned to all users. For example, 
if a file should only be accessed by a certain group, the system 
administrator could not assign permissions to that group allowing 
file access and then assign permissions to the Everyone group 
denying file access. Since Windows NT acts on all deny ACEs 
before allow ACEs, it would stop when it found the deny ACE for 
the Everyone group and no one would be allowed access including 
the group with permissions assigned to allow access to the file.

E. Object Permissions
Table 4: Permission Declared

File and directory permissions are the foundation of most user-
controlled security in Windows NT. Permissions are the rules 
associated with a particular object, which describe which users 
can access what objects, and how they have access to the objects. 
Object permissions for files are only available for files stored on 
NTFS volumes. File and directory permissions are cumulative, 
but the No Access permission overrides all other permissions.
The types of file access permissions are:

No Access• 
Read• 
Change• 
Full Control• 
Special Access• 
For directory access the following permissions are added:• 
List• 
Add• 
Read• 

F. NT Logon
Windows NT logon processes provide mandatory logon for 
user identification and cannot be disabled. Before accessing any 
resources on the system, the users go through the logon process 
so that the security subsystem can authenticate the user name and 
password. To protect against an application running in background 
mode, such as a Trojan logon program, the logon process begins 
with a Welcome message box that requests the user to press Ctrl, 
Alt and Del keys before activating the actual logon screen.

1. Password Authentication
Password authentication is the most common method of 
authentication. It is also the least secure. Password authentication 
requires the identity to input a user id and a password in order to 
login [6]. Password length, type of characters used and password 
duration are password management is now critical concern in 
enterprises. The ability to easily crack passwords has resulted in 
high levels of identity theft. As a result, the high risk of passwords 
means most enterprises now deploy a layered security strategy. 
A user enters in their id and password for initial login to gain 
access to only low risk information and applications with other 
forms of authentication required for higher risk information and 
applications [7].

2. Strong Authentication
Strong authentication means higher trust of an authentication 
[8-9]. For instance, the successful login using a id and password 
will be given a low level of trust by the enterprise since the 
id and password are easily obtained by social engineering or 
password cracking. Stronger authentication methods include 
digital certificates, security tokens and biometrics. Often, many 
enterprises use combinations of these including passwords, to 
place a higher degree of trust for higher risk applications or 
information access [10-11].

Fig. 5: Authentication Comparison

NT logon process declare to group policy wise
Groups

Sales• 
Service• 
Receipt• 
Data Management• 

(i). Sales Group (A) Batch File
Sales subgroup using simple and multifunctional operation, work 
done by requirements;-
Boot. Bat ( code for)
If  Login name = sales –A  Than
Password    = ***(Biometrics-card value) 
Else
Wait window “user name and password is wrong try again”
Exit 
endif
Map g: IBM server:\c\
G:\software\
Ren   service.exe    service1.exe
Ren   receipt.exe    recipt1.exe
Ren datamgnt.exe datamanagement.exe
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Sales
Map h: IBM server:\d\
Map i: IBM server:\e\
COM spec = z:\command.com

(ii). Sales Group(A) Batch File
Sales subgroup using simple and multifunctional operation, work 
done by requirements;-
Boot. Bat ( code for)
If  Login name = sales –B than
Password    = ***(Biometrics-card value)  
Else
Wait window “user name and password is wrong try again”
Exit 
endif
Map g: IBM server:\c\
G:\software\
Ren   service.exe    service1.exe
Ren   receipt.exe    recipt1.exe
Ren    datamanagement.exe
           datamanagement1.exe
Sales
Map h: IBM server:\d\
Map i: IBM server:\e\
COM spec = z:\command.com

IV. Conclusion
“Network designing and biometrics-token card based network 
security”, give the security to all authorized users to send their 
safety and speed transaction. This paper provides high protection 
to the data while it is traveling through the network. It provides 
the high security to the individual users. It also prevents, enter 
the unauthorized users and access any information without the 
administrator’s permission. This paper has been developed and 
made user friendly for the sake of the end-users. The Research 
is developed keeping in mind the changes introduction in future 
accommodate without compromising effectiveness. This paper 
is user friendly, easy to use and developed with user convenient 
and provided full security of the organization. 
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